**May be or Maybe: Write in the correct word.**

1. Calilee _______________ in class today.

2. _______________ Sara and John will also be in class.

3. Sara and John _______ also _____ in class.

4. _______________ Bob will offer to help again.

5. Milla _______________ going to the doctor next week.


7. _______________ she would like to move back to Washington.

8. _______________ Calilee will get a new job.

9. It _______________ fun to go sailing.

10. Sailing _______________ expensive.

11. _______________ we have enough money to go sailing.

12. The weather _______________ good tonight.

13. But _______________ we will have bad weather.
Finish writing the sentences.

Maybe next year I will _________________________________

Maybe this weekend I will _________________________________

Maybe he will _________________________________

This year he may be _________________________________

This year she may be _________________________________

This year we may be _________________________________